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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report highlights the incredible work and energy that churches are doing in their
local communities. Despite the difficult time that many churches are experiencing
in Canterbury; rebuilding and upgrading their worship spaces and halls due to the
earthquakes, many churches have found extra resource and strength to continue with
their existing community work and go even further to seek to connect with and support
their neighborhoods in new ways.
‘Parishes Building Community Resilience’ was a project that grew out of the Canterbury
earthquake experience. It recognized that in fact, churches are in an ideal position in
their local communities to provide spaces to come together for activities, for support,
and for information. In terms of future disaster prevention, resourcing a local church
with information and equipping parishioners with the appropriate skills would be
beneficial to so many communities in Christchurch and wider Canterbury.
The 5 parishes that were involved in this project have contributed to a greater
understanding of how NGO’s can work alongside these community-based places of
faith and connection. There can be a temptation for a church to be a closed-door
community with members only seeking to serve their internal, existing members but
when a church decides to throw open their doors wide, the possibilities of community
support, connectedness, and resource is inspiring. A little resource and assistance from
an NGO, the City Council or other community organisation can help support the process
of churches throwing open their doors have a little more enthusiasm, as well as ensuring
the process is sustainable and fulfilling a relevant need within the community landscape.
Churches are willing partners; they are ready to collaborate with NGO’s and other
community organizations that have congruent values and vision. Smaller parishes in
particular, are well aware of their constraints and very willing to work with others as it is
often difficult to create sustainable programs alone. Beyond this project, hopefully we’ll
see more and more creative collaboration across sectors and across denominations.
The experience and learnings from this project ‘Parishes Building Community Resilience’
can be summarized as a story of hope. A small number of compassionate, enthusiastic,
willing and resourced people can do incredible things in their local communities and
make a positive impact. The small groups of parishioners at New Brighton Union,
St Georges Iona Presbyterian, Woodend Methodist, St Martins Presbyterian and
Beckenham Methodist are supporting people in their neighborhoods in the most
fundamental ways: with cups of tea, conversation, a listening ear, a prayer, and a good
dollop of fun too.
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PARISHES BUILDING COMMUNITY RESILIENCE
INTRODUCTION
Parishes Building Community Resilience is a collaborative project that began in
May 2013. The aim of the project was to support parishes in strengthening the
connectedness and resilience of their neighbourhoods, as well as provide helpful tools
and resources to enhance the parishes understanding of community development work
and community engagement. Many churches have an enormous heart and compassion
for their local communities but can be less sure as to how to be most effective in
providing support and opening their doors to possibilities.
This report aims to summarize briefly the work undertaken by the Community
Development Coordinator, share some of the key learnings and outcomes of the project
as well as provide recommendations for future possibilities.

Parish Feedback
“This has been one of the churches best ideas – and it shows how different
denominations/Church groups can work together and support others.”
“The project has confirmed that what we are offering is of value”
“Congregation members have interacted with community members who they would
not normally meet.”
“Elderly congregations like ours need someone who brings a new way of looking at
things into building relationships with the community.”

THE PROJECT
Parishes Building Community Resilience was established following the Canterbury
earthquakes with the goal of building strong, resilient neighbourhoods, where local
churches are meeting relevant needs, and collaborating with, empowering and
strengthening their neighbours, local community groups and organisations. The
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Community Development Coordinator (CDC) was employed to support local churches
to work towards this goal. The CDC originally began work with several parishes:
•

Halswell Union *(who disengaged from the project early on)

•

New Brighton Union

•

Rangiora Methodist – Woodend Methodist Church

•

St Martins Presbyterian

•

St Georges Iona Presbyterian

•

Beckenham Methodist *(only joined recently)

6 months in to the project Halswell Union chose to disengage from the project. The
parish felt they didn’t have the capacity at the time to be engaged in the project and
also had an uncertain future to discuss. Beckenham Methodist became part of the
project in mid-2014. The Rangiora Methodist parish includes several churches based in
the communities of Cust, Woodend and Rangiora. Early on it was decided that the CDC
would be more effective if it focused primarily on one area - Woodend.

WORK TIMELINE: BROAD OVERVEIW
May 2013

By December 2013

By July 2014

By January 2015

Started developing
relationships with
the 5 parishes:

Halswell Union
disengaged from
the project

Started working
with Beckenham
Methodist

1. New Brighton
Union

Working with
Woodend
Methodist instead
of Rangiora

Hosted a 1 year
gathering for
all groups from
parishes

Began workshops
for leaders of
older groups
with Presbyterian
Support

Working together
with a small group
of people within
all the parishes
– learning and
exploring ideas

Begun workshops
with SKIP for
playgroup leaders
in Churches

2. Rangiora
Methodist
3. St Georges Iona
4. St Martins
5. Halswell Union
Met with the
Community
workers from
Presbyterian, Union
and Methodist
churches

Hosted a 6 month
gathering for all
groups to attend

Working on
exit strategy in
parishes
Evaluating project
Writing up report

Changes in
Reference Group
Working on
specific projects
within parishes

Peer group of
community
workers meeting
every 6 weeks
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The four parishes that the CDC had continuous engagement with over the course
of the project have gone through a similar experience and process. Beckenham
Methodist which is a recent addition to the project has had quite a different experience,
process and timeframe. Please see Appendix 1 for highlights on each parish’s specific
engagement with the Community Development Coordinator.

COMMUNITY CONTEXTS BRIEFLY IN POST-EARTHQUAKE CANTERBURY
All of the churches engaged with the CDC were based in very diverse communities: New
Brighton, Aranui, St Martins, Woodend and Beckenham.
New Brighton and Aranui are both suburbs based on the east side of Christchurch, an
area badly impacted by the earthquakes. These areas are culturally diverse and lower
socio-economically. They have experienced major transitions, with many people leaving
and the loss of local facilities included recreational facilities and meeting spaces (and
therefore programs). The residents have also been impacted daily by road works and
on-going insurance issues. Stress on the east side of Christchurch in relation to the
earthquake recovery process has been far greater than in other communities.
St Martins and Beckenham are more middle income areas towards the south of
Christchurch that have been less obviously impacted by the earthquake. However
the properties closest to the Heathcote River are generally classed as TC3 or TC2
land which does mean sometimes significant work needs to be done to the land and
foundations of buildings. These areas beside the river are also facing on-going issues
with flooding. Most community organizations have mostly maintained their buildings and
spaces; however due to some of the rebuilds and buildings being upgraded it is quite
competitive to find suitable spaces for community groups to meet.
Woodend, a small town north of the city has experienced less direct impact from the
earthquake in terms of damage to facilities and public spaces but they have had an
influx of people moving from Christchurch. Families from the badly impacted areas of
the East and South of Christchurch have taken residence throughout the Selwyn and
Waimakariri districts. These new residents have often lost more than their homes due to
the earthquakes and rising cost of housing; they have also lost their social connections
and are at risk of being socially isolated and may not be aware of services and supports
available to them in their new community.

PARISH CONTEXTS
All of the parishes that the CDC worked with have had serious earthquake damage to
their buildings. Four currently do not have worship spaces and are meeting on other
church sites or in the halls or temporary marquees on their own site. One parish is still
able to meet in their worship space but lost the use of their hall for community groups
and other activities. The back-drop of negotiating insurance, engineering reports,
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building issues, consents, and general uncertainty does create concerns that impact the
project work being under taken by the parish overall.
The smaller congregations are faced with the additional concerns of their own capacity
and strength of numbers to move in to the future of their church life. Three parishes
involved in this project would be considered small, this could be a limitation in some
respects but for the purposes of this project it was found that size did not matter.
The smaller parishes were equal if not more able to the task of connecting with their
local communities and have had positive results. However, the smaller parishes still
struggle with capacity issues and with an aging congregation; this is felt acutely by the
parishioners. Although, it was observed that even in a large parish, the responsibilities
sit with a small few that are still likely to feel stretched and experience capacity issues.
Sustainability is hard to guarantee and maintain long-term in these contexts without
external resourcing or support of some form, or a strong collaborative approach.

PARISHES AND THEIR LOCAL COMMUNITIES
“Small number of people here – but we felt we could do it because you said we could.”
The members of the parish often have a great knowledge and understanding of their
local community. While they are parishioners, they are also residents, neighbours
and often active participants in their local community. This has changed a little postearthquake as some parishioners particularly in New Brighton and Aranui have had to
move to another community but they are still greatly attached to those areas. In the
larger congregations it was less likely for the parishioners to live locally, although for
the most part they lived in the general area of their parish, for example a parishioner
might live on the south side of Christchurch and therefore attend a church within those
southern suburbs.
“I think it is a role that is VERY important in the life of our parishes. A lot of our parishes
are starting to lose touch with their local communities and don’t know how to reach out
to them. I think it is one of the most important roles in our synod and in our ministry.”
Individual members of the parishes also have access to great resources including
various skills of the parishioners themselves, the resources of the church, time, and
many relevant relationships with local community members and organizations. For
example, a parishioner in New Brighton is also very active in the local New Brighton
Community Garden and was previously on one of the Resident Associations in North
New Brighton. Many individuals within the different parishes have similar levels
of engagement in their respective communities and some are also involved in the
initiatives and programs provided under the umbrella of the church.
The parishes have had varying levels of engagement with their local communities prior
to the project. Several parishes were very active in providing services and groups for
their local community, running playgroups and social groups. Some were impacted
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by the earthquakes particularly in relation to spaces available for the groups to come
together, however some groups also came out of the earthquake experience for
example an ‘Earthquake Support Group’ at New Brighton Union parish. The parishes that
had less community engagement previously were very enthusiastic about starting new
initiatives. The access to building spaces and progress of the respective rebuilds did
impact the ability to start new initiatives.

COMMUNITY SNAPSHOTS

Aranui
In this community, St Georges Iona has been actively engaging with the local high school
particularly supporting the community garden and also working with students from
Hagley Community College to host several community events, as well as start up a new
initiative – a SWAP that runs every week.
The local high school, especially particular staff members and students involved in the
community garden have been very appreciative of the ongoing support and energy from
the parish.
Hagley Community College students have also loved the opportunity to be involved
in hosting community events. The students meet for their classes on the St Georges
Iona site but previously their engagement with the parish was limited to having a good
relationship with the Minister. Now, the wider congregation has built relationships with
the students as well.
“Congregation members have interacted with community members who they would
not normally meet.”
St Georges Iona value collaboration in the work they engage in and it is also a big part of
the PEACH *(Partners in East Christchurch) process that has been happening alongside
this project. Partners in East Christchurch or PEACH has been an ongoing discussion of
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collaboration in the East; it has primarily been focused on the future development of the
Church site but also on the services provided out of that new building. The discussion
continues with several very interested partners including New Brighton Union and St
Andrews Rangi-Ruru Presbyterian Church.
St Martins
Within this parish the Coordinator began work initially with one small group which after
6 months discontinued for various reasons. Several individuals within the group had
personal reasons for stepping back. In the New Year the CDC began working with the
Mission Resource group instead. The Coordinator also worked with a separate group
within St Martins to plan a community event.

St Martins is the only parish in this project that has had no access to their site for the
majority of this project - apart from a successful community event that was hosted on
their space. The rebuild and lack of their own space has been a great stress for the
parish and made this project harder to engage with in many ways.
Despite these limitations, St Martins has pushed forward with enthusiasm organizing
community events both years, hosting a successful Quiz night at Beckenham Methodist
and continuing with their other successful programs such as a Craft Club that is run
at the local primary school by parishioners and also their Foot Clinic. There is a lot of
hope for the future. St Martins has also recently begun to work in partnership with
Presbyterian Support in starting a ‘Homecare program’ for the older people living on the
south side of Christchurch.
“Great to bring people in – helpful for ideas, connections – interesting content,
important to bring the groups together.”
New Brighton
The New Brighton parish was already a very active parish prior to the CDC beginning this
project. The work the CDC is involved in recently has mostly been around the promotion
of the activities and evaluation of the programs and initiatives that the parish offers. The
major piece of evaluation work was done around the Purple Door Op-Shop which is run
by New Brighton Union, with interesting results. See Appendix 2.
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The CDC and parish are also working particularly with the preschool music group hosted
by the church which is attracting approximately 25 – 30 preschoolers and their parents
each week. This group has grown dramatically in the last year and includes many new
arrivals to New Brighton with several different ethnicities represented in the group.
There is an interest around how parents are faring in the post-earthquake environment
and how they could better be supported. The Methodist Mission will hopefully continue
this work with the creation of a new role in New Brighton.
The Coordinator also worked with the parish to create some volunteer roles and
structure although this has not been needed by the parish at this time.
Woodend
The parish in Woodend with the support of the CDC has started a new initiative:
Woodend Movie Afternoons. This happens the first week of every month and has
been well attended so far – approximately 25 - 30 people each month. The funding
received from the Social Isolation Working Group has been very helpful in developing
this initiative. There is further funding to spend in relation to supporting transport costs
which the parish hopes to do through fuel vouchers. Fuel vouchers will be provided
to attendees of the Movie Afternoons with the encouragement of ‘bring someone
along next time who might find travel difficult.’ Hopefully this will help reach out to the
physically isolated elderly in the local community.
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While the Coordinator supported this very enthusiastic group, it is their hospitality and
commitment that really makes this project fly.
“It was really good having Cassie alongside us as we moved out, giving us confidence
and challenging us to explore opportunities within the community.”
Beckenham
Beckenham is a very recent addition to this project. The parish is currently engaged in
an exploration of their local community facilitated by the CDC through workshops. The
parish felt they did not have the capacity to have a dedicated group working alongside
the Coordinator and chose to rather have a model of regular workshops and facilitated
discussions that anyone in the congregation is welcome to attend. These workshops
have stirred up some ideas and interests within the group – hopefully when the parish’s
community hall is complete some of the ideas will be implemented.

FEEDBACK FROM THE PARISHES
After 6 months
After 6 months of working with the 4 parishes: New Brighton Union, Woodend Methodist,
St Martins Presbyterian and St Georges Iona were asked to give feedback on how the
project was going. At the end of a workshop that was organized by the Community
Development Coordinator - the attendees were invited to complete a survey. Only
8 attendees completed the survey, these 8 participants came from each of the four
parishes although New Brighton Union parish was only represented by 1 individual
whereas the other parishes were represented by at least 2 individuals.
Overall the respondents agreed that the project so far had been either fairly helpful
(1 respondent) or very helpful (7 respondents). The feedback was generally very
positive. The main issues that were highlighted by the parish responses were: “Sharing
the Coordinator with a whole lot of other parishes! Not enough time for us to build
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a strong relationship- and explore issues at depth”, “Having very few members of
the congregation – most are over 70”, and also a comment about expectations: “The
congregation/or some of them thinking the Coordinator ‘would do it’.
The final comment really indicates that there was some misunderstanding at the start
of the project – and throughout the project – as to what the Community Development
Coordinator was meant to do. In initial engagements with several of the parishes
there was an idea that the role of the Coordinator was to engage with young people
and families, or that the Coordinator might help more people come to church, or that
the Coordinator would be much like a full time community worker and perform all the
tasks/activities in relation to community engagement and community programs. Part
of this confusion also stemmed from the structure that the Community Development
Coordinator worked within. Primarily working with a smaller group within each parish
*(from 3 -8 individuals) meant that often the wider congregation would be less aware of
the implications of the project and also the project’s purpose.
Despite the ambiguity around the nature of the role and the project there was a definite
sense of hopefulness coming from the participants. In their key learnings from the first
6 months the participants stated that they had learned: “All things are possible”, “How
just a few people can develop ideas”, “The importance of passion and commitment for
projects”, and “Enthusiasm is catching!”
After 18 months
After 18 months the parishes and individuals involved in this process were again
surveyed and this time also interviewed. This was part of the exit process of the
Community Development Coordinator. The Coordinator interviewed the Ministers from
4 of the parishes – and in some cases 1 or 2 other individuals that had been involved
in the project within each parish. Otherwise there was a survey which individuals could
complete.
The survey results help capture a picture of effectiveness of this project *(although
the number of survey respondents was low) – 70% of survey participants said that
the project had either been ‘helpful or ‘very helpful’ in building up their connection
between the church and the local community. 57% of the survey participants believed
that the congregation had benefited from being part of this project, while 43% were
unsure. This could be due to a short timeframe for the work or that the Community
Development Coordinator primarily worked with a small group and the impact on the
wider congregation is hard to ascertain.
“I think more hands on work with the congregation - changing mind sets and
challenging them to let go of the ‘comfortable pew’ giving the reason behind the
movement out.”
In terms of the survey, the feedback was interesting and varied. In answer to the
question “What would you have done differently in terms of the project and the role of
the Community Development Coordinator?” Responses included ideas such as ‘working
more with the congregations in changing mind-sets’, ‘having a long-term position in this
role *(longer than two years)’. Another response was around having ‘greater depth or
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relationships with the parish’, maybe implying that working with fewer parishes would
have been better.
“How do you think your congregation has benefited from being part of this project
and working with the Community Development Coordinator?” Survey respondents
had similar thoughts, answering ‘it made us actively think about what our community
needs from us – do research rather than guessing’, ‘new eyes, new ears, new ideas, new
enthusiasm’ and ‘it has given them more understanding of engaging with the community
being part of the mission of the church’.
“It made us actively think about what our community needs from us – do research
rather than guessing.”
Finally the question, “What has been some of the highlights of being part of this
project?” The survey respondents spoke of a number of aspects of the role they
enjoyed including ‘I’ve enjoyed Cassie’s approachable and welcoming nature. Especially
enjoyed her presentations on Community outreach, very inspiring,’ ‘for our small group,
Cassie gave us support - we are not alone on this journey outwards- moving out into
the community is okay, also engaging with the congregation during worship exploring
the idea of ‘what is community development’ and ‘Really appreciated the Community
Development Coordinator’s contribution – we’ve found we can do something well –
might find we can do other things too.’
“Really appreciated the Community Development Coordinator’s contribution we’ve
found we can do something well – might find we can do other things too.”
The survey provided some baseline information, although the number of participants
was small, 7 individual participated online and Woodend completed a survey as a group.
The interviews and discussion with various key people involved in the project may
provide a more rounded understanding of the project overall. Interviews were informal
although some key questions were asked in each interview. Exploring the questions and
a few of the responses for each may provide a richer picture of the parish’s experience
of this project:
The opening question asked ‘What do you think has been successful about the role of
the Community Development Coordinator?’ Responses included:
•

Easier to have someone outside the congregation come in and talk about these
things

•

Parish group has more confidence in their strengths, discovered they can do it and
they kept it simple so it was easy for them to

•

Realistically – small gains, small developments considering the time of the project –
long process – need something after this project to continue

•

Enjoyed being part of it, enjoyed feeling part of something
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“Easier to understand why connecting to our local community is important.”

‘What has been some of the challenges of this project?’
•

Reframing the outreach of the church – not seeing ‘mission’ as an opportunity to ‘get
people’. Not doing things ‘to’ the community but ‘with’ the community – change of
mind-set

•

Not enough contact with key people to make an impact

•

Working with less parishes may have meant more of a chance to challenge lay
leadership with the community development process as opposed to the ‘community
service engagement’ which we’re good at

•

Can become an event’s organizer rather than a development worker when stretched
across several areas

•

Churches don’t know what to do with a community development worker

‘Would you have done anything differently designing a project to support churches in
their community engagement and community development?’
•

At the start: a longer orientation process within the church. A longer time building
relationships

•

More to be gained from the different churches sharing ideas, learning from one
another

•

More visiting the congregations on Sundays – not necessarily to do anything but just
be present

•

Less parishes and having a geographic boundary – overlap of networks, more
opportunity to create partnerships – as capacity is a common issue

‘How do you feel about the future of the church’s community outreach/ engagement
initiatives?’
•

Parish will have to balance the huge readjustment of coming back to the site: relief
and relax or the moment to change/ engage/ reconnect with the local community

•

Carry on with what we can do

•

There is a lot of potential here– space for many things to happen!

•

This project has shown us enough that this work has to be continued and extended

The interviews provided valuable information and thoughts on how to progress from
here, beyond this project. Overall, many of the responses to the questions had similar
thoughts. The successes of the project were thought to be predominately around having
someone there to be dedicated support; this provided great relief during a difficult time.
Also, the exposure of new ideas was a repeated success – learning about possibilities
and different ways of doing or thinking about some things in relation to community work
and engagement. Challenges were also repeated throughout interviews, the difficulty of
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the wider congregation knowing what a ‘Community Development Coordinator’ was for,
the wide area of work, and simply capacity issues.
Many interviewees would have rather the project worked with fewer parishes. There
was also a sense that the initial engagement of the project could have created a longer
orientation period so that the Community Development Coordinator had stronger
relationships with the wider congregation rather than just a small group within the
parish.
Looking ahead, all the parishes are optimistic about their community connections
although for many of them their hope hangs on their future buildings and spaces which
for some are a couple of years away. The energy of all the parishes will certainly be
lifted once their rebuilds take place. The tedium of waiting and the stress of the consent
process and the financial reality of the rebuild are wearisome.
A question that many of those interviewed asked at the end was: “are you being
replaced?” “Is there someone coming after you?” The reality is that there is more
work to be done. This project represents a solid start in a positive direction of NGO’s
collaborating with churches in their local communities and churches being resourced
and supported to do what they do well – care for their neighbours – but, it’s only a start.
In particular, once the building of these parishes begin being rebuilt and opened, there
will be a lot of fresh energy and enthusiasm for bringing the community together on the
new sites and reorienting the possibilities and potential available on those sites.

OTHER PROJECTS THAT DEVELOPED
Playgroups Workshop, Growing Older Groups and the Peer Group
Alongside working with the parishes several other initiatives came about with the
support of the Community Development Coordinator.
SKIP and church community playgroups
A partnership was formed with SKIP Community Development Coordinator Anna Mowat
to work with parishes and church leadership that were involved in running playgroups or
preschool music groups.
Anna Mowat and the Community Development Coordinator worked together to put on 3
workshops last year that were attended by approximately 8 – 15 people each workshop.
Many of the participants came along to several workshops finding the support very
helpful. This collaboration came partially out of Anna Mowat’s work in the Summer of
Fun where she chatted with many church leaders who had questions or concerns about
families or children that were attending their playgroups; from these conversations it
was felt that potentially some of these groups don’t have adequate support in their
work.
The workshops focused on a variety of themes but a key area that was explored was:
knowing who to refer parents to in the local community when they were presented
with a complex situation in their groups. We also discussed communication skills and
practiced some role plays with the groups so they felt more comfortable connecting
with parents that perhaps appeared sad or stressed.
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Feedback from participants
Enthused to do more to get to know the Mums better and help them more personally.
Good to think about things – reflect. Usually too busy
Reiterated what we were doing well and gave us ideas for other things.
Great to meet and talk with others in similar situations and share ideas
Thanks for an informative discussion session. Nice to know what others are doing
and not doing and provide a supportive environment for this – sometimes it can feel
isolated!

The participants came from a variety of churches and denominations but were
predominately Methodist, Presbyterian, Union, or Anglican. The leaders from the
New Brighton Union playgroup and Beckenham playgroup attended all these sessions.
Presbyterian Support and Growing Older groups
The Community Development Coordinator also collaborated with Jo Sharpe, a Social
Worker from Presbyterian Support to host workshops for church leadership involved in
hosting activities for older people. The idea for this work came out of the success of the
Playgroups initiative. Jo Sharpe has considerable experience working with older groups
and was excited to be involved.
Two workshops were put together and each was attended by 10 – 15 participants. The
topics discussed ranged from: what are the barriers for older people attending groups
and how to overcome them to introducing the group to a strengths based problem
solving model that they could use in the planning of their groups.

Feedback from participants
Loved it! Keep it up. Look forward to the next one.
A well led workshop – thank you.
Enjoyed the strengths based process and the sharing with groups
Keep up the good work; you made me feel like part of a networking group. Would love
to meet up with the group again
It would be good to have more time together – longer!

The participants came from a number of different churches and denominations but
were predominately Methodist, Presbyterian and Anglican. Of the parishes involved
in this project, St Georges Iona Presbyterian, St Martins Presbyterian and Beckenham
Methodist attended these sessions.
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Peer Group
Finally the Peer Group was a group of Community Workers attached to Methodist,
Presbyterian or Union churches that met together once every 6 weeks to chat about
their work and share a cup of tea. This group was attended by at least 3 community
workers but on a good week it would be 5 or 6 workers. The timing of the meeting has
often been difficult to coordinate across the different busy schedules which may be why
attendance was sometimes low. Overall, the Community Workers who have regularly
attended the group have found it helpful. The group will hopefully continue to meet.

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE COORDINATOR
1. Continue to resource the churches in their community work.
2. Provide training and support for parish leadership in a variety of areas.

1. I believe this project has successfully started what it hoped to do and on-going
resources should continue to be dedicated to this area of work. Considering for much
of this contract I’ve worked approximately 25hours across 5 parishes per week - I
think it is a very cost effective form of support to resource churches in this way. I
would however adapt the project slightly, the main changes relate to feedback from
the parishes themselves but also my own experience of the work.
-- A role defined by a geographic area rather than a number of parishes – this would
enhance the possibilities of collaborating across church groups and community
networks.
-- A longer engagement period with the churches engaged in the project would
have been helpful. Both pre-worker beginning the role and also once the worker
begins so that the relationship between the worker and wider congregation is
strong.
-- Employing two workers part-time – in different geographic areas but with an
overlap of objectives. This is a lonely role on its own. I think for the well-being of
staff it’s important to have one other person doing similar work. This also means
that the staff can cover for one another when needed.
-- Possible areas of work: North Canterbury I believe would be an effective place for
further work and development: Woodend/ Kaiapoi/ Rangiora – I think there is a
more apparent gap in this region and a lot of potential. The East of Christchurch
also requires extra support, although there are already two Community Workers
based in this area but the need in Aranui and New Brighton is felt by the
parishioners acutely.
-- Consider employing someone with a church background as well as a qualification
relevant to community work. As someone who had little familiarity with churches
prior to this role, I have often felt unauthentic in this work which has sometimes
made it uncomfortable. I believe an employee with a Christian faith would find this
work easier.
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2. Parish leaders do a little of all sorts of things, they’re amazing! I think upskilling
and running training or workshops for this incredible force within our communities
would be wise – and from the experience of the ‘Church Community Playgroups’ and
‘Growing Older Groups’ – church leaders are keen and wanting the extra support.
Some of this work is being picked up in different ways with Alan Webster’s work in
CLEAR and the ‘Resourcing Congregation Evenings’ that Presbytery is running for
everyone.
-- Workshops or training in:
•

finding, managing and celebrating volunteers,

•

group work and group decision making,

•

making friends with technology,

•

the ‘Church Community Playgroups’ – supporting young families and parents
in our community

•

‘Growing Older Groups’ – supporting older people in our community

•

Supporting young people in our community

•

Disaster preparedness/ process for a local neighbourhood

•

Refugees and Migrants in our community

Depending on the focus of the congregation and the context of their local community;
some of these workshop or training ideas may be more relevant than others.
I think both the Methodist Church and the Presbyterian Church recognises the need to
resource their parishes and they have been doing a great job with the work of CLEAR
and the ‘Resourcing Congregation Evenings’. I would just like to state the importance of
this work that is happening from the perspective of community work and community
engagement and I hope it continues!
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APPENDIX 1: WORK TIMEFRAMES
BROAD OVERVIEW

MAY 2013

Started developing relationships with the 5 parishes:
1. New Brighton Union
2. Rangiora Methodist
3. St Georges Iona
4. St Martins
5. Halswell Union
Met with the Community workers from Presbyterian, Union
and Methodist churches.

DEC 2013

JUL 2014

JAN 2015

APPENDIX 1

By Dec 2013:
•

Halswell Union disengaged from the project

•

Working with Woodend Methodist instead of Rangiora

•

Working together with a small group of people within all
the parishes – learning and exploring ideas

•

Hosted a 6 month gathering for all groups to attend peer
group of community workers meeting every 6 weeks

By July 2014:
•

Started working with Beckenham Methodist

•

Hosted a 1 year gathering for all groups from parishes

•

Begun workshops with SKIP for playgroup leaders in Churches

•

Changes in Reference Group

•

Working on specific projects within parishes

By January 2015:
•

Begun workshops for leaders of older groups with
Presbyterian Support

•

Working on exit strategy in parishes

•

Evaluating project

•

Writing up report
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WORK TIMELINE: ST GEORGES IONA

MAY 2013

•
•
•
•
•

DEC 2013

•
•
•

Small group focussed on collaborating with Aranui High School.
No longer closely working with St Ambrose
Supported the PEACH process

•

Worked in partnership with Aranui High School to plan ‘Working
Bee’ at the School Community Garden
Working bee!
Planned for a mid-winter event

•
•

JUL 2014

•
•
•

JAN 2015

APPENDIX 1

Started working with small group in August/ Sept 2013
Initially working in partnership with St Ambrose Anglican Church
– the small group included a individual from the Anglican church
Attended PEACH meetings; participating in the process
Hosted two workshops in the church service
The small group established key purposes and continued to
explore community engagement ideas

Worked with the school to find a good model of sustaining a
School Community garden
Mid-winter event with the support of Hagley Community College
students
Garden quiet over winter, loses energy

•
•

Worked with Hagley Students to host a Spring/Summer event
Aranui School running regular working bees on Wednesdays but
aiming to discuss garden future in more depth in 2015

•
•
•
•

Event!
Exit process discussed
Continue to work closely with Hagley students
Hope to continue to support Aranui High in the Community
Garden, although this appears on hold with the schools
redevelopment
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WORK TIMELINE: ST MARTINS

MAY 2013

•
•
•
•
•

Started working with small group in August 2013
Discussed ideas of community engagement projects
Invited Life in Vacant Spaces to present to small group
Begun working with a different group to plan a community event
– a Fun Day
Small group put up noticeboard *(engagement tool) on their
church site

DEC 2013

•
•
•
•

Original group dissolved, begun working with a new small group
Fun Day
Supported the Fun Day evaluation process
Re- discussed and redeveloped small groups focus

JUL 2014

•

•
•

Group invited the local Anglicans and Methodists to collaborate
with them on summer community event
Begun preparation for hosting a community Quiz Night
Met with Gap Filler to discuss possibilities of activating the St
Martins site with art/ plants/ other possibilities
Decorated fence!
Quiz Night!

•
•
•

Working on Fun Day with Beckenham Methodist
Created goals and focus for 2015
Begun exit process

•
•

JAN 2015

APPENDIX 1
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WORK TIMELINE: RANGIORA/WOODEND

MAY 2013

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEC 2013

•
•
•
•
•

Met with outreach leaders from Rangiora Methodist and parish
council
Designed survey to use as tool for chatting to the wider
community *(decided not to use in the end)
Supported a group to organise two events: 1 in Rangiora and 1
in Woodend
No specific group to work with on broader community
development
Begun working only with Woodend congregation
Woodend Fun Day!
Working with Woodend group to develop their key ideas:
focused on afternoon tea/ movie idea

Worked with Ministry of Education to dissolve the Woodend
Methodists Toddlers Group
Started advertising for the Woodend Movie Afternoon’s pilot
Applied and received funding from the Waimakariri Social
Isolation Working Group
First Woodend Movie Afternoon!
Evaluated and reflected on the movie afternoon. Decided on
next steps/changes

JUL 2014

•
•

Reported to the Waimakariri Social Isolation Group
Begun monthly Movie Afternoons at Woodend – advertising
widely through the social services and Waimakariri District
Council

JAN 2015

•
•
•

Reflected on Movie Afternoons progress
Updated advertising for 2015
Began exit strategy

APPENDIX 1
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WORK TIMELINE: NEW BRIGHTON UNION

MAY 2013

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEC 2013

•
•
•
•
•

Small group established that they didn’t have capacity for new
initiatives but wanted support evaluating existing ones
Gathered feedback from Earthquake Support group
Supported planning for Fun Day event
Gathered feedback from Loopey Tunes playgroup
Created survey for Op-shop and gathered feedback from
customers
Started working on volunteer roles/ structure to try to attract
new volunteers to NBU
Fun Day/ Expo

Small group decides to meet less frequently due to capacity
being stretched.
Engagement changes from meetings/ sessions to offering more
practical support
Supporting Loopey Tunes
Connecting Loopey Tunes to SKIP, exploring possibilities
Supporting Seaside Seniors

JUL 2014

•
•
•
•
•

Supporting group to plan for Summer of Fun event/ Health Expo
Developed advertising for Seaside Seniors/ Op Shop
Research in New Brighton re: Parenting supports
Loopey Tunes leaders attend SKIP supported workshops
Connected with neighbouring Medical Centre to work together
on community event*(didn’t for this year but hopefully in future)

JAN 2015

•
•

Fun Day/Health Expo
Begun exit strategy
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WORK TIMELINE: HALLSWELL UNION/BECKENHAM METHODIST

MAY 2013

•
•
•
•
•
•

Met with community leaders and parish council
Presented at a Sunday service
Met with small group and discussed focus
Supported the first Halswell Market
Discussed future of role in Halswell
Formally disengaged with the parish in October 2013

JUL 2014

•
•

•

Engaged with Beckenham Methodist in May 2014
First small group met and it was decided that the structure
of engagement with Beckenham would involve a series of
workshops – rather than the small group model.
Designed and facilitated 3 x 2 hour workshop s for parish on
community engagement and development
Discussed collaborations with St Martins over summer event
Encouraged workshop attendees to develop their ideas for
Beckenham’s community engagement
Designed a survey for the parish

•
•

Provided support for community event
Began exit process

•
•
•

JAN 2015

APPENDIX 1
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APPENDIX 2: NEW BRIGHTON UNION OP-SHOP
THE PURPLE DOOR BOUTIQUE OP-SHOP
The Purple Door Boutique Op-shop wanted
to evaluate their service and gather
feedback from their customers. With the
support of the Community Development
Coordinator, a survey was created.
The survey was left on the counter in the
Op-shop for the customers to complete
for just less than 4 weeks. In that time, 68
customers gave their feedback regarding
the Op-shop.
This document is a brief summary of the
findings from that survey as well as some
recommendations based on this feedback.
How often do you visit the Purple Door Boutique Op-shop?
All the time

20

Regularly

24

Sometimes

12

Not often
This is my first time

2
10

Based on the response to this question, it appears that the Purple Door Boutique Opshop has very loyal customers. 65% of customers come visit the Op-shop either ‘all the
time’ or ‘regularly’.
It is also positive to see that within the four week period, the Op-shop had 10 new
customers.
How long have you been shopping at the Purple Door Boutique Op-shop?
More than 5 years

23

The last 1–5 years

26

Less than 1 year
This is the first time

APPENDIX 2
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From the responses to this question, it is also clear that the customers at the Purple
Door Boutique Op-shop have loyal patronage. Over 33% of customers to the Purple Door
Boutique Op-shop have been shopping there for more than 5 years and 38% have been
shopping there between 1 to 5 years.
How did you hear about the Purple Door Boutique Op-shop?
Other

34

The noticeboard

10

Online
From a friend

0
24

50% of customers heard about the Op-shop through ‘Other’. The most frequent
responses for ‘Other’ were variations of: “spotted it one day”, “walking past”, “saw it”,
“live nearby”, “on route”. The other main way customers hear about the Purple Door
Boutique Op-shop is from a friend; 35% of customers heard about the Op-shop this way.
No one heard about the Op-shop online.
Two assumptions can be drawn from these responses: 1) many of the loyal customers
live or work within walking distance of the Op-shop and 2) the Op-shop has not
marketed itself in the wider area or online. The second assumption is proven true when
new customers, who live in the nearby area, come to the Op-shop and state, ‘I had no
idea this shop was here.’ Customers appear to be aware of the gap in marketing with
comments stating “it’s fabulous – more people need to know!” and “advertise more!”

Customers appear to be aware of the gap in marketing with comments stating “it’s
fabulous – more people need to know!” and “advertise more!”

How friendly and approachable are the volunteers working in the Purple Door
Boutique Op-shop? (Marked on a continuum from 1 to 10)
Ten

60

Nine

3

Eight

3

Seven

1

Six

1

Five
Four
Three
Two
One
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Overwhelmingly the response regarding the volunteers at the Purple Door Boutique
Op-shop was very positive, with 88% of customers giving the volunteers 10/10 for
friendliness and approachability.
It’s clear that the customers not only value the shop itself but also the volunteers and
the relationships they have developed with the volunteers over the years. Comments
include: “great sense of humor, all who work here – lots of laughs!”, “lovely staff”, “it’s a
social place – meeting and talking to each other, making and meeting friends.”

“It’s a social place – meeting and talking to each other, making and meeting friends.”

Is the shop well laid out? (Marked on a continuum from 1 to 10)

Ten

44

Nine

6

Eight

6

Seven

2

Six

4

Five

3

Four

1

Three
Two
One

2

The lay out of the shop had more mixed reviews. 65% of customers liked the shop the
way it was although some still commented that it was too small despite giving it 10/10.
There were many similar feedback statements around the size and layout of the shop
including: “more shelves for items”, “the shop is small but very good otherwise”, “need
much bigger shop”, “a bit cluttered”, “needs more heating and space”.
Other Feedback:
Customers wrote additional comments at the bottom of the survey. Most feedback
was very supportive with comments like: “keep up the good work, thank you”, “lovely
place, lovely people”, “love it here, the ladies are delightful and friendly”, and “excellent
bargains and service”.
The critical comments were mostly based around the size of the shop although
there were also one or two comments on the pricing and lack of turnover of goods.
Surprisingly, not having an Eftpos machine in the shop was not mentioned. This could
be an indication of the usual demographic of the customers that come to the Op-shop
or the fact that they have been coming to the Purple Door Boutique Op-shop for long
enough now that they are aware of needing to bring cash.
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“Love it here; the ladies are delightful and friendly”

CONCLUSION
When it comes time to rebuild the New
Brighton Union site; it will also be an
excellent time to consider the Op-shop
and how it can be developed. The lack
of heating and size of the shop are
big issues for the volunteers and also
the customers which do need to be
addressed. The Op-shop being placed
at the back of the property is also a
concern as it makes it less visible. If
street frontage is an option available for
the Op-shop in the rebuild, it would be
much more engaging to foot traffic and
cars driving past.
If the Op-shop does ever have a chance to occupy a new, purpose-built space, it
would also be a great opportunity to modernize the shopping experience slightly by
purchasing an Eftpos machine. While this did not come up in the survey responses, a
younger demographic is far less likely to carry cash on their person. This slight barrier
could hinder the reach and potential of the Op-shop in future.
In terms of marketing, particularly online, the Purple Door Boutique Op-shop is already
seriously considering the need for a Facebook page or something similar so that avid
op-shoppers from around Christchurch could have a greater chance of discovering their
Op-shop. Beyond this, further marketing and possibly larger signage on the street side
may need to be considered so more people can know about this great, little Op-shop.
Greater marketing and awareness of the Op-shop may also support the shop’s need to
recruit new volunteers.
Overall, the feedback from the Op-shop surveys was overwhelmingly positive. It is clear
that the Purple Door Boutique Op-shop represents something far more important that
a shop to the local neighbourhood and the regular customers – although they love the
bargains too!
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